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A B S T R A C T

Reliability assessment tools are of crucial importance for planning and modernisation of distribution power
systems. In recent years there has been an increased deployment of renewable energy, distributed generation,
energy storage, electric vehicle, protection device automation and demand response schemes in the distribution
networks. All these technologies contribute in their own way to network reliability. The objective of this paper is
to provide a critical survey of the reliability assessment techniques used for the evaluation of distribution net-
works, emphasising the importance of an increased penetration of distributed energy resources and a more
widespread application of control, protection and communication technologies. A detailed analysis and a
comparison between different techniques and models used for the reliability assessment will be provided for
each technology along with the guidelines for their application. A case study will be used to demonstrate the
properties and the modelling procedure of the reliability assessment tools for modern distribution networks.

1. Introduction

Reliability of power supplied to a customer can be measured by the
impact interruptions cause to customers and distribution companies
under network fault conditions [1]. Consequently, specific reliability
levels are set by the regulators and penalties introduced for distribution
network operators failing to comply with them. Also, an adequate re-
liability level during the distribution network planning stage has to be
considered.

Traditional solutions to provide an adequate level of reliability in
distribution networks are the following: meshed grids (components in
parallel, alternative feeders to restore the supply, etc.), improved
maintenance of the assets, application of more reliable components and
installation of additional protection devices. The evolution of dis-
tribution networks towards Smart Grids and more sustainable energy
systems has created a new set of opportunities for further improvement
of the reliability of supply [2,3].

For example, during a fault in the distribution network an ag-
gregation of both conventional and renewable DG can provide suffi-
cient power to supply those interrupted areas that cannot be otherwise
supplied by primary substations. Energy storage technologies can be
used to mitigate the fluctuations of renewable generation and extend
their contribution to supply restoration. Automation of the protection

devices can be used to reduce the time response necessary for the
network reconfigurations in presence of fault conditions. Also, the ap-
plication of Demand Response (DR) techniques can help decrease the
peak demand selectively and preserve the security of supply under
emergency conditions.

The impact of all these technologies on the reliability of supply has
to be properly addressed in order to support planning decisions in
distribution networks [4]. Therefore, the techniques that are commonly
used to assess the impact of different network technologies on the re-
liability of supply are of a particular interest. The critical review of
techniques will help identify the most suitable ones for any given net-
work scenario and, in this way, help guarantee the reliability of future
distribution networks.

Several publications have addressed the state of the art in reliability
assessment techniques applied to distribution networks. The most re-
levant probabilistic methods applied to reliability evaluation of power
systems from 1964 to 1999 were presented in [5–10] and some of them
addressed distribution networks. EPRI white paper in [11] presented
definitions, concepts, practices and regulatory issues with respect to
reliability in distribution networks and a dedicated chapter addressed
the principal techniques and the software used. In year 2000, a review
of the reliability evaluation techniques applied to distribution networks
was published in [12]. In this paper it was explained how the
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techniques can be used (or adapted) to suit the competitive nature of
modern power systems along with the additional modelling require-
ments for generation resources in distribution networks. In [13], the
reliability assessment techniques for distribution networks were clas-
sified by methodology, reliability indices used and inclusion of Dis-
tributed Generation (DG). The models and algorithms applied to re-
liability evaluation of power systems with wind generation were found
in [14]. A review of the models used for the evaluation of the impact of
renewable energy sources on the reliability of distribution networks
was included in [15]. Although some of those reviews assessed the
reliability impacts of conventional and renewable DG on distribution
networks, a critical and complete comparison of the applied meth-
odologies has not been found in the existing scientific literature.
Moreover, techniques for reliability assessment of modern distribution
networks with energy storage, microgrids, electric vehicle, DR and
protection devices have not been adequately addressed.

This paper provides a literature review of the most relevant tech-
niques used for reliability assessment of modern distribution networks.
The principles and the methodologies proposed for the reliability eva-
luation of the above-mentioned technologies will be firstly introduced
and then critically reviewed. The features and shortcomings of the re-
liability assessment tools and the technology models applied will be
discussed. A case study will be presented to illustrate how the survey of
the methodologies and the comparison of the results can be used to
model the most appropriate techniques for reliability assessment.

The objectives of the survey are: a) to provide a state-or-the-art in
the topic to researchers and practitioners in the field, b) support in
modelling the appropriate reliability assessment techniques for modern
distribution networks with specific requirements and technologies c)
identify opportunities for future research in the field.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes how the new
technologies in Smart Grids can further improve the reliability of
supply, Section 3 briefly introduces the methodology for the reliability
assessment of conventional distribution networks, Section 4 provides a
critical analysis of the techniques proposed for the reliability evaluation
of DG, energy storage, microgrids, electric vehicle, DR, protection de-
vices automation and communication technologies. In Section 5 a case

study is used to illustrate how the survey can be applied to model the
appropriate tools for reliability assessment. Finally, concluding remarks
including the main findings and future research are summarised in
Section 6.

2. Reliability in modern distribution networks

The development of the Smart Grids implicitly creates new oppor-
tunities for improving reliability of modern distribution networks [3]
and they will be described in this section.

2.1. Distributed generation

Installed Distributed Generation (DG) capacity can be used to im-
prove reliability of distribution systems [16]. Under fault conditions in
a distribution network, the power supply to some areas of the network
can be interrupted. The DG installed in these areas can be used then to
supply the interrupted power and improve the reliability.

DG units can be found operating in two modes: islanded mode and
grid-connected mode [17] (see Fig. 1). Both modes can be used to
improve the reliability of supply. The islanded mode refers to the areas
isolated from the primary substation under fault conditions. In this
case, the DG units located within isolated areas are used to provide
energy that is not supplied by the primary substation. The grid-con-
nected refers to the areas of the network equipped with Normally-Open
Points (NOPs) that have a limited capacity to transfer power from ad-
jacent feeders. In such a case, the DG can be used to increase that
transfer capacity as shown in Fig. 1.

2.2. Energy storage

A significant part of the DG will be from variable renewable sources
exposed to fluctuations and energy storage systems are installed in
networks mainly to support their operation. Capabilities of variable DG
to restore the interrupted supply are extended by using energy storage
as Fig. 2 shows. Consequently, energy storage can be used to improve
the reliability of distribution networks.

DG and energy storage location, capacity, availability and operation
are the principal factors that affect the network reliability. The impact
of these factors is necessary to be evaluated during the planning stage.

2.3. Demand response

One of the roles of Demand Response (DR) is to reduce the load
under fault conditions by disconnecting or shifting less critical loads.
The load reduction may allow DG to restore the supply in both oper-
ating modes of the distribution network, islanded and grid-connected
(see Fig. 2).

Fig. 1. DG operating modes for improvement of reliability of supply: islanded mode (left) and grid-connected mode (right).

Fig. 2. Contribution of energy storage and demand response to improve the
reliability of supply.
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2.4. Electric vehicles

Electric Vehicles introduce several options for reliability improve-
ment: a) Demand reduction under fault conditions (similar to demand
response); b) Offer energy stored during fault conditions (similar to
energy storage), both in vehicle-to-grid or vehicle-to-home modes.

2.5. Automation of protection devices

The number and the duration of interruptions can be significantly
reduced by applying advanced control of protection devices. Identifying
fault locations, applying fault isolation and remotely controlling re-
storation process are only some examples of possible improvements
affecting the reliability and continuity of supply. A dynamic and se-
lective control of customers restored (or not restored) during faults is
also an option.

2.6. Microgrids

In the case of a fault condition, the intentional islanding of some
parts of a distribution network represents an option to improve the
continuity of supply. Once islanded the network operates as a microgrid
and the Distributed Energy Resources (DG, energy storage, DR…) can
be used to supply the local demand within the microgrid.

3. Reliability evaluation in conventional distribution networks

The aim of reliability assessment techniques is to estimate the im-
pact of interruptions on customers. Fig. 3 shows an overview of the
input data required and the output data calculated by the techniques
used for reliability assessment of conventional distribution networks.
Statistical data of failures in network components (failure rate and re-
pair time) are used by the techniques in order to determine the relia-
bility indices [18], i.e, the metrics used to quantify the impact of in-
terruptions. The reliability indices for individual customers or an area
of a network are then calculated along with the indices that estimate
the economic impact of the interruptions. These indices provide useful
information for the planning of the network.

There are two approaches of reliability assessment techniques:
analytical and Monte Carlo simulation [1]. Analytical techniques use
mathematical expressions to calculate average values of the reliability
indices. On the contrary, Monte Carlo simulation samples network
component failures to compute the probability distribution of the re-
liability indices. In addition to extended information of reliability in-
dices, Monte Carlo approach has the advantage of performing a sto-
chastic evaluation of the failures in the network. In contrast,
computational times are longer than analytical approach. According to
this, the approach to be used depends on the specific requirements of
the analysis [10].

Evaluation of failures in the network components requires from
probabilistic models. Traditionally two state (up and down) Markov
models are used and average values of load are normally assumed.

A typical methodology to assess the reliability includes the fol-
lowing steps [19]: failure in the network is simulated, protection de-
vices operated, affected load points identified, restoration of supply
techniques applied and reliability indices computed. The performance
of the protection devices (breakers, manual switches, fuses, reclosers,
automatic sectionalizers) and the reconfiguration schemes are also in-
cluded in the methodologies for reliability assessment.

With the development of Smart Grids, the impact of the new tech-
nologies on the reliability of distribution networks needs to be assessed
by using new methods.

4. Reliability evaluation techniques for modern distribution
networks

This section provides a survey and discusses the most relevant
techniques used for the reliability evaluation of modern distribution
networks. It is assumed such networks consist of conventional and re-
newable DG, energy storage, microgrids, electric vehicles, demand re-
sponse actions, automation of protection devices, and information and
communication systems.

4.1. Distributed generation

The techniques for reliability assessment need to be capable of
quantifying the contribution of DG on network reliability by assessing
the capacity of DG to restore the interrupted supply. The following DG
properties affecting the restoration capacity need to be included in the
reliability assessment:

• availability of the DG units exposed to failures

• operating mode of the DG (islanded or grid-connected)

• energy source (dispatchable or non-dispatchable)

4.1.1. Availability of the DG units
The DG units are exposed to failures that limit their available ca-

pacity to restore the supply. DG reliability models need to be capable of
evaluating the DG availability to restore the supply under fault condi-
tions. Because of the stochastic nature of failures of DG units, prob-
abilistic models are proposed. Several variants of Markov models can be
used [1], although a simple solution is to use the two state Markov
model as shown in Fig. 4. It is defined by up and down states and the
transitions between them. Another option is to include additional de-
rated states in the model that represent different levels of DG unit
generation power as depicted in Fig. 4.

In the case of dispatchable generation, the generation power of each
state in the Markov model is known and constant. However, the gen-
eration for non-dispatchable DG like wind and solar is conditioned by
the availability of the variable resources and needs to be determined. A
review of the reliability models for renewable DG and the definition of
the available resource is given in [15]. Nevertheless, the adequateness
of this model is conditioned by the technique used and the operating
mode of DG. A more detailed discussion of the models used to assess the
variability of renewable generation is given in the following sections.

Fig. 4. Two states Markov model (left) and example of N-states Markov model
with derated states (right).Fig. 3. Inputs and outputs in a traditional technique for reliability assessment.
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An additional consideration is that the integration of renewable
generation depends on the application of power electronics technology.
The reliability of power electronics devices has to be included in the
reliability assessment. The reliability models for inverters used in PV
generators are described in [20] and [21].

4.1.2. Islanded operation
At present the regulation does not permit the intentional islanding

operation in distribution networks in most countries. One of the lim-
itations is the requirement for appropriate control, protection and
communication technologies that guarantees the successful operation of
DG in islanded mode. Developments in the field make the islanding
operation promising when it comes to improvement of distribution
network reliability. Consequently, numerous techniques have been
proposed in recent years related to reliability assessment of distribution
networks in islanded operation. These techniques model the principles
of islanded operation affecting the reliability, like the actuation of
protection devices, adequacy assessment of load and generation, mod-
elling of generation and load, and other features.

4.1.2.1. Configuration time of the isolated area. Before an isolated area
switches to the islanded mode some time is required for the fault to be
isolated and alternative generation sources connected. This time is
defined by the switching operation of the protection devices and the
start of the DG units involved. As Fig. 2 shows, it involves an
interruption of supply to the customers and its impact on reliability
has to be captured and quantified by the reliability assessment
techniques. Therefore, the protection devices and the DG units
involved in the islanding process are identified and the procedure for
the island forming simulated.

In order to quantify the impact of the protection devices operation
in islanded operation, a set of analytical expressions are presented in
[22,23]. The expressions assess a large number of operational cases of
protection devices. Nevertheless, a more accurate evaluation is pro-
posed in [24]. In this paper there is a differentiation between the
opening and closing times of all sectionalizers involved in the restora-
tion process.

The definition of the starting time of the DG units depends on the
generator technology and its operating mode at the moment of the
fault. The earliest techniques proposed to assess the reliability impact of
dispatchable DG [25,26] already included equations for quantifying the
effect of the starting time in the interruption duration. In general, most
reliability assessment techniques proposed consider the DG starting
times, however, what is not commonly considered in the evaluation of
the starting times of the DG units is their operation at the moment of the
fault. This impact was evaluated in [27] by identifying the probability
the generators will be in operation or in standby mode at the moment
when the fault occurs.

4.1.2.2. Adequacy assessment of the isolated area. Once the isolated area
has been configured for the islanded operation, the adequacy of

generation and load in the area is evaluated. It is defined as the
capacity of the DG units to supply the interrupted demand during the
emergency conditions. This is a fundamental requirement for all
methodologies used in reliability assessment of networks that
considers restoration by DG in islanded operation.

Based on the adequacy assessment and the capacities of the dis-
tribution network, several criteria are used to restore the supply in an
island by using DG. One option is not to restore the supply during the
fault if there is generation shortage at any moment. A second option is
to restore the supply in those time intervals of the adequacy-assessment
time that guarantee the non-occurrence of repetitive interruptions in
restored customers [28,29]. An alternative option for increasing the
load restoration is the application of load-shedding actions under con-
ditions of limited generation in the island [22,30,24]. A fundamental
premise in all these restoration strategies is that there is no additional
number of interruptions to the customers. An extension to the re-
storation strategies can be done regarding the minimization of the in-
terrupted load during the fault.

DG unit faults are represented in the adequacy assessment by their
reliability models. The models used for generation and load represent
another important factor in the adequacy assessment and will be de-
scribed in the following section.

4.1.2.3. Generation and load models. For dispatchable DG, a constant
power of generation is assigned to the states in the reliability model
[25,31,32,27]. However, the existing environmental and market
principles suggest that in future a significant part of DG units
integrated will be from renewable intermittent sources such as solar
and wind. These variable resources reduce the ability of generation to
meet the demand of an island and, therefore, affect the reliability. In
addition, the demand is also variable (uncertain) and the restoration of
supply is influenced by the chronological dependence of variable
generation and load. Hence, existing techniques for reliability
evaluation need to be extended to address this variability effect. To
overcome this challenge, Monte Carlo simulation approach is
frequently used [33–38] because it provides more flexibility and
accuracy than analytical approaches for modelling the variability.

Although Monte Carlo simulation is the most commonly used ap-
proach to assess the reliability impact of non-dispatchable DG accu-
rately and provides probability distribution of the reliability indices, its
high computation times explain the interest in looking for alternative
analytical techniques. Because analytical techniques do not consider
the stochastic behaviour of the fault occurrence, they require more
attention in modelling the variability and time-dependency of renew-
able generation and load [39]. Despite of the specific probabilistic
models of generation and load required for the analytical approach,
more attempts and novel solutions have been reported in recent years
as shown in Table 1. This table summarizes and compares both analy-
tical and Monte Carlo simulation techniques.

In [33–35] the average load of an isolated area during the fault
duration is determined, while a 3 states Markov model (up,down and

Table 1
Comparison of techniques for reliability assessment of DG in islanded operation.

Ref. DG typea Techniqueb Generation Model Load Model Restoration strategyc

[25–27] D Analytical – – (1)
[33–35] D, ND SMCS 3 states Markov model Average (1)
[37] D, ND SMCS, Non-SMCS Probabilistic outage table Probabilistic outage table (1)
[36,38] D, ND SMCS Hourly profiles of a year Hourly profiles of a year (2), (1)
[42] D, ND Analytical Levels of a typical day Levels of a typical day (1)
[40,22,41] D, ND Analytical Probabilistic outage table Probabilistic outage table (1), (2), (1)
[43,28,24,29] D, ND Analytical Representative segments of a year Representative segments of a year (1), (2), (1)

a D=Dispatchable; ND=Non-dispatchable.
b SMCS=Sequential Monte Carlo Simulation.
c (1) All load in the island has to be restored; (2) Load shedding; (3) Non repetitive interruptions.
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derated) that combines the availabilities of the generator and the re-
newable resource is used for wind DG. Using these models of load and
generation, the restoration is applied if the minimum power of the re-
newable generation is higher than the demand. Nevertheless, the fluc-
tuations of the load in the adequacy assessment are disregarded. An
alternative that considers the load variability is based on probabilistic
tables that describe a set of power levels and their respective prob-
abilities (capacity probabilistic outage table), both for demand and
variable generation [37,40,22,41]. For each power level of generation
and load in the probabilistic tables, the adequacy is evaluated in order
to determine the restoration capacity of DG. Simulation techniques
sample the level of load and generations stochastically and the analy-
tical techniques calculate the probability of adequacy. The main in-
convenience of the probabilistic tables is the use of a discrete number of
power levels and the impossibility of considering the time dependent
fluctuations of load and generation during the fault duration. It is de-
monstrated that neglecting the load and generation fluctuations leads to
a strong overestimation of the DG capacity to meet the load of the is-
land [29]. For a more accurate reliability evaluation, new develop-
ments are sought that take into consideration the time-dependent
fluctuations of load and generation during the repair time.

Hourly profiles of load and generation can be considered in Monte
Carlo simulation techniques [36,38], although the adequacy assessment
may demand more computational resources in the simulation process.
In the case of analytical techniques, several options are available. A set
of power levels of generation and load in a typical day of the year are
used in [42].

The approaches that use hourly models of variable generation and
load represent a more effective solution even though they increase the
complexity of the analytical formulation. Instead of using a whole year
of load and variable generation data, the hourly data of the year are
divided into a set of representative periods, e.g., typical day of each
season in a year. In [43] the hourly representative generation and load
models in the island were established to compute analytically the re-
liability indices. In [28] the hourly probability of successful restoration
by DG was calculated from the representative time segments of gen-
eration and load in the island. The accuracy of these hourly-based
methods was validated by using the results from the Monte Carlo si-
mulation, in spite of not modelling the full variability of load and
generation as yearly profiles do.

Markov models are also a feasible alternative to evaluate the fluc-
tuations of renewable generation and load during the islanded opera-
tion [29], although the complexity of the model can increase sig-
nificantly with the number of power levels and the transitions between
them. Another alternative to quantify the variations of load and gen-
eration consists of obtaining a set of scenarios for load and generation
and use them as input data in the reliability assessment techniques
[24]. An important factor to be assessed is the selection of scenarios
that guarantees that reliability indices are accurate enough.

4.1.2.4. Other effects in islanded operation. It is not a common practice
to evaluate network constraints in the adequacy assessment because it
is typically assumed that the appropriate network design during the
planning stage was applied. Yet a massive integration of renewable DG
can contribute to violation of operational limits. A realistic adequacy
assessment should include the evaluation of the network constraints
and power-flow based techniques. Some of the existing techniques have

power flow calculations integrated in their reliability assessment, both
analytical [26] and simulation [36,44]. Considering network
constraints in simulation techniques implies a large number of power
flows to be calculated that increases the computation time significantly.
Alternative simplified power flow formulations were recommended in
order to decrease the computational time [45].

Based on the information provided by power flow calculations,
corrective actions are applied in case of a network constraint violation.
Load disconnection or generation curtailment are typical solutions to
preserve the operational limits in reliability assessment techniques. An
alternative to be investigated is the modelling of corrective actions
based on Active Network Management schemes in smart distribution
systems [46].

Another aspect not considered in previous publication addressing
the adequacy assessment process is the dynamic effect of frequency and
voltage deviations. It affects the feasibility of the islanded operation
and their inclusion in the reliability assessment guarantees more ac-
curate results. A methodology to include the islanding dynamics effects
in the reliability evaluation of active distribution networks is proposed
in [47].

Moreover, the distribution networks with integrated DG can operate
under a wide range of operating conditions. As a result, the settings of
the protection devices are exposed to numerous changes and an in-
correct actions may occur. Consequently, the reliability can be affected
and it is recommendable to consider these phenomena in the techniques
for reliability assessment.

4.1.3. Grid-connected operation
In grid-connected operating mode, DG improves the reliability of

distribution systems by reducing the equipment loading and by en-
abling load transfers from adjacent feeders experiencing outages [16].
In order to estimate the reliability impact, it is necessary to quantify the
transfer capacity between feeders in presence of DG.

There has been fewer research results for the reliability evaluation
of the grid-connected mode than for the islanded mode, probably be-
cause the restoration from alternative feeders in distribution networks
is designed not to experience transfer restrictions even without DG
presence. However, the increase of the demand can provoke violation of
network constraints [48,49], and the application of DG in grid-con-
nected mode can avoid this situation. Hence, some publications per-
form power flow calculations to calculate the transfer capacity of dis-
tribution networks with DG [50,44] as Table 2 shows. It is assumed the
load transfer is accomplished if the network constraints are not vio-
lated.

The techniques based on power flow calculations require more
computational resources and their application in simulation techniques
may be unacceptable or excessively long. A simplified procedure to
determine the transfer capacity without power flow calculations re-
presents a computationally efficient alternative even though the accu-
racy can be compromised. In [51] an analytical procedure is used to
calculate the transfer capacity according to a set of load levels in the
network (low, medium and high). Then, the analytical procedure is
integrated inside of Monte Carlo simulation to reduce the computa-
tional time. Other non power-flow based technique [52] for reliability
assessment calculates the available supply capacity of DG in grid-con-
nected mode from the joint probability of demand and generation
during the outage. A set of levels of generation, load and transitions

Table 2
Comparison of techniques for reliability assessment of DG in grid-connected operation.

Ref. Technique Network constraints considered Power flow Transfer capacity calculation

[50,44] Analytical Loading and voltage Yes Transfer produced if DG alleviates the network constraints violated
[51] MCS + Analytical Loading No Transfer capacity determined from the load level (high, medium, low)
[52] Analytical Loading No Lines capacity and joint probability of DG and load
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between them are used to quantify the joint probability. However, the
time dependent fluctuations of load and generation during the outage
are not included by the joint probability method. An alternative to
overcome this limitation is to use a reduced set of representative sce-
narios for load and generation. The transfer capacity can be then de-
duced from these scenarios and the DG contribution to the reliability
assessed.

4.2. Energy storage systems

In addition to their primary roles like load shifting, congestion al-
leviation, frequency control, voltage control and electricity trading,
energy storage can also contribute to improve the reliability of dis-
tribution networks. Under fault conditions, energy storage is typically
used to mitigate the variability of renewable generation and contributes
to restore the interrupted supply in the network. This is a more at-
tractive solution in economic terms than the implementation of energy
storage as a stand-alone network application uncoupled from renewable
generation [53].

More intensive research efforts have been reported in recent years to
assess the reliability impact of energy storage in distribution networks
(see Table 3). The main properties of energy storage modelled in the
techniques for reliability assessment are the time-dependent perfor-
mance (charge and discharge), the storage availability and the re-
storation strategy used.

4.2.1. Time-dependent performance of energy storage
One of the most relevant tasks for reliability assessment with energy

storage is to simulate its charge and discharge performance during the
fault period. The charge takes place at generation excess conditions and
the discharge under generation shortage conditions. The chronological
evolution of generation and load has to be considered as shown Fig. 2.
Sequential Monte Carlo simulation (SMCS) is typically used for the
reliability assessment in this case because it permits the inclusion of the
generation and load profiles. The evolution of the state of charge (SOC)
with the charge and discharge processes needs to be calculated and is
determined by (1). The capacity and the power limits of the energy
storage system are also respected in the calculation in (2)–(3).

⎜ ⎟+ = + ⎛
⎝

− ⎞
⎠

SOC t SOC t t
Ce

Pc t η Pd t
η

( 1) ( ) Δ ( ) ( )
c

d (1)

≤ ≤SOC SOC t SOC( )min max (2)

≤ ≤Pc Pd Pc t Pd t Pc Pd( , ) ( ( ), ( )) ( , )min min max max (3)

where tΔ is the duration of time step t, Ce is the capacity of the
energy storage, Pc t( ) and Pd t( ) are the charge and discharge powers, ηc
and ηd are the efficiency to charge and discharge, SOCmin and SOCmax

are the minimum and the maximum SOC, Pcmin, Pdmin are the minimum
power to charge and discharge, and Pcmax, Pdmax are the maximum
power to charge and discharge the energy storage.

Known procedures to determine the SOC evolution in reliability
assessment techniques based on SMCS are reported in [53–56,38,57].
Hourly profiles of load and variable generation are used to assess the

contribution of energy storage. In spite of the accuracy and the sim-
plicity in modelling the stochastic nature of the problem by using
SMCS, some analytical techniques have been reported for the reliability
assessment of energy storage combined with renewable DG [58,59].
The principal objective is to take advantage of the computational effi-
ciency of analytical techniques. However, accuracy limitations in the
probabilistic calculation of the SOC evolution compared to MCS are
introduced. Hence, specific probabilistic models for chronological cal-
culation of the SOC are required for the analytical techniques. In [58] a
probabilistic battery state model consists of multiple states of charge
and their associated probabilities are used. The probability of the bat-
tery holding a particular SOC is calculated for each time frame. How-
ever, the number of SOC states is limited by the complexity of the
model. Alternative analytical techniques capable of assessing the time-
dependency of load and generation [43,28] present more options for
including the chronological behaviour of load and generation in the
SOC calculation.

The SOC of the energy storage at the moment when the fault is
registered (or initial SOC) affects the evolution of the SOC and, there-
fore, to the reliability. A typical and simple criterion in the reliability
assessment assumes the energy storage fully charged when the fault is
registered [53,54,57]. A more realistic alternative is to consider a cer-
tain SOC level [60,59]. The initial SOC can be established by the dis-
tribution network operator in order to guarantee specific reliability
requirements. However, there is uncertainty related to the SOC at the
moment when the fault occurs. To consider this uncertainty, in [58] the
initial SOC and its probability are determined from the probabilistic
battery state model that consists of multiple SOC states. An alternative
is to sample the initial SOC by Monte Carlo simulation. Cumulative
distribution function or a set of scenarios with their probability can be
also sampled.

4.2.2. Reliability models
Another aspect to include in the reliability assessment of energy

storage is the component failures. Previous reliability assessment
techniques considered the performance of energy storage fully reliable
without any failures. However, the components of the energy storage
are exposed to failures and their impact on reliability needs to be
quantified. A simple solution is to adopt the traditional two state
Markov model used for conventional components in distribution net-
works. Another option is to apply a cumulative distribution function of
the battery availability [61]. However, failures of different components
of the energy storage system are not distinguished. In [59] a multistate
Markov model considering the failures of the battery, the controller and
the inverter is used. It is recommendable to include also the availability
of specific energy storage technologies and their components.

4.2.3. Reliability impact of restoration strategies
The strategy selected for operating the energy storage under emer-

gency conditions can improve the reliability at seversl levels [62]. One
option is to provide stored energy as long as possible when faults occur
[53]. An alternative for using the stored energy is to reduce the demand
at peak periods when there is a higher fault probability [55]. Other

Table 3
Comparison of techniques for reliability assessment of energy storage.

Ref. Technique Reliability Model Purpose Technology

[38,53] SMCS Fully reliable Restore supply in isolated areas with DG/without DG Generic
[54,56] SMCS Fully reliable Improve reliability and economy operation in combination with renewable DG Generic
[55] SMCS Fully reliable Reduce the peak demand at moments of higher interruption probability Generic
[57] SMCS Fully reliable Optimal energy storage allocation for reliability improvements Batteries
[58] Analytical Fully reliable (SOC levels) Mitigate fluctuations of autonomous systems with wind and PV generation Battery
[61] Hybrid Cumulative distribution function Mitigate the fluctuations of renewable DG in microgrids Battery
[59] Analytical Markov model of ESS components Minimise energy not supplied and interruption cost in autonomous systems Battery
[60] Analytical MCS Markov model Mobile batteries to support the restoration of the interrupted supply Battery
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option is to use the stored energy only if all the load can be restored
during the whole duration of the fault period [54]. Moreover, there are
restoration strategies that mitigate the fluctuations of hybrid systems
consisting of wind generation, PV and energy storage [58,59].

A coordinated operation of a ESS installed in a distribution network
can also be performed to improve the reliability of the bulk supply
power system [56]. Mobile energy storage systems are also an oppor-
tunity to restore the interrupted supply. In [60] a methodology to assess
the reliability impact of mobile energy storage systems is proposed. The
time required for the operation of the mobile storage is taken into ac-
count when calculating the interruption duration.

The existing restoration strategies for reliability assessment do not
consider an optimal use of energy stored over the duration of emergency
period. In a similar way to the operation of energy storage under normal
operating conditions when the criterium is to maximise the integration of
renewables [55] or to minimise the energy purchasing cost [54], the op-
timal use of the energy storage in the restoration strategies provides more
realistic results of energy storage contribution to the distribution network
reliability. The power to charge and discharge, in addition to the time-
intervals, can be optimized with an aim to minimise the energy not sup-
plied or the interruption costs. At the same time, the system requirements
will be satisfied. For example, in [59] a hybrid system consisting of wind
generation, PV and energy storage is operated to minimise the power in-
terrupted in the distribution system.

4.2.4. Impact on reliability of energy storage location, size and technologies
Location and size of energy storage are a design criteria with a re-

levant impact on distribution network reliability. These parameters are
considered during the planning of distribution networks as well as the
reliability assessment. In [57,63] methodologies for optimal location
and size of energy storage were proposed to maximise reliability im-
provements. [64] proposes a methodology for an optimal planning of
battery energy storage system considering the reliability benefits and
the operation strategy.

Also, a variety of different energy storage technologies [65] are
available. Their specific functional details have to be considered by the
reliability evaluation techniques. Charge and discharge powers, capa-
city, efficiency, ramps to charge/discharge and reliability of the com-
ponents depends on the technology. Consequently, these features in-
fluence the performance of the energy storage and the network
reliability. An accurate comparison of energy storage technologies
during the planning stage requires a detailed modelling of their specific
properties for the reliability assessment and more research is neccesary
in future. Generic energy storage systems or batteries are normally
considered in the reliability assessment (see Table 3). Different types of
battery technologies (lead acid, pressed air, sodium sulfur, redox) are
compared in the reliability assessment by [57]. The lifetime of certain
energy storage technologies like electrochemical batteries depends on
their use and these effects need to be included in the reliability as-
sessment procedure.

4.3. Microgrids

In addition to power systems, microgrids are an example of novel
technological solutions introduced, among other reasons, with the aim

of improving the reliability. A microgrid is a subsystem of a distribution
network that includes distributed energy resources like DG (both dis-
patchable and not-dispatchable) and energy storage and can be isolated
from the rest of the network in case of supply interruption or in-
adequate power quality [66]. Therefore, two modes of operation are
possible in a microgrid: connected to the network in normal operating
conditions or isolated from the network under fault conditions. In grid
connected mode the distributed resources within the microgrid are
operated to optimise the operating costs, while in the islanded mode the
aim is to restore the supply by using the local energy resources.

As a result, islanded operation represents a potential solution for the
reliability improvement of the loads within the microgrid. While the
conventional techniques for the reliability assessment can be applied to
load points outside a microgrid, new considerations are required to
determine reliability at load points within the microgrid operated in the
islanded mode. Mainly for this reason, there are several analysis in
literature addressing the reliability of microgrids.

The techniques for reliability assessment of microgrids need to in-
clude the contribution of supply restoration provided by isolated op-
erating mode. In addition to this extension, a definition of new indices
for quantifying the reliability of microgrids is necessary. Microgrids are
not always regulated by the policies of the distribution network and
new indices as those proposed in [67] can be more valuable for eval-
uating the reliability of the customers connected to a microgrid.

4.3.1. Operating modes and technologies used in adequacy assessment
The principles for reliability evaluation of microgrids in islanded

operation mode are similar to those described in Section 4.1.2 for dis-
tribution networks with DG in islanded mode. The adequacy of gen-
eration and load is the basic principle for the assessment of the re-
storation capacity of microgrids. The distributed energy resources and
the network operation to supply the demand have to be considered in
the adequacy assessment. The principal techniques are shown in
Table 4. Typically both dispatchable and non-dispatchable DG are used
to restore the supply. Moreover, load shedding actions of non-critical
loads and demand response application described in Section 4.4 are
implemented in order to achieve the adequacy in the case of generation
shortage [68,22,69]. Energy storage can also be integrated to mitigate
the variability of generation and load [67,70,71,61]. Other resources
like electric vehicles are considered in [71].

While microgrids are typically operated in islanded mode to en-
hance the reliability of the customers connected to them (see Table 4),
they can be also operated to provide additional power to the distribu-
tion network in the grid-connected mode. Under fault conditions in the
distribution system, the power excess of the microgrid can be supplied
to the distribution network and enhance its reliability. Some techniques
assess the reliability contribution of microgrids in the grid-connected
mode [72,73], in addition to the assessment of the islanded mode. In
these publications, microgrids operating in grid-connected mode are
modelled as virtual power plants and contributes to increase the
transfer capacity of alternative feeders.

Both analytical [68,22,73] and simulation techniques
[72,72,67,70,69,71] have been used for the reliability evaluation of
microgrids with DG according to the accuracy and computational times
required by the analysis.

Table 4
Comparison of techniques for reliability assessment of microgrids.

Ref. Technique Operating mode Resources Voltage level

[68,22] Analytical Isolated DG, load-shedding MV
[73] Analytical Isolated and grid-connected DG, load-shedding, energy storage LV
[72] Non-SMCS Isolated and grid-connected DG, load-shedding MV
[67,70] MCS Isolated DG, load-shedding, energy storage LV/MV
[71] SMCS Isolated DG, energy storage, electric vehicle MV
[61] Hybrid analytical-simulation Isolated DG, energy storage, load-shedding LV
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Nevertheless, Monte Carlo simulation is typically used in the pre-
sence of energy storage and time-dependent demand response actions
because of the simplicity this approach provides in assessing the
chronological performance compared to the analytical. Also, reliability
has been evaluated for both low and medium voltage distribution
networks as summarised in Table 4.

4.3.2. Protection devices and microgrids operation
The previously mentioned techniques for reliability assessment of

microgrids do not consider specifically the impact of protection devices
on microgrid reliability. New protection devices and protection
schemes can help to increase the reliability of microgrids [74], how-
ever, their incorrect operation may compromise it. The complex oper-
ating conditions in microgrids (typical for their islanded operation),
variability of renewable generation and bidirectional power flows, etc.
require different settings of protection devices. As a result, the prob-
ability of undesired activation of protection devices increases. In [75]
the impact of malfunctioning of protection devices is evaluated by using
a model that correlates voltage/current and the outage rate of com-
ponents. The uncertainty of the protection settings caused by their ex-
posure to changeable operating conditions is assessed in [76], while the
probability of triggering the protection devices is considered in [77]. A
probabilistic model for the prediction of an incorrect operation of
protection systems is proposed in this paper.

Frequency and voltage limits of microgrids in islanded operation
represent only some of the parameters frequently ignored during a re-
liability assessment. This means that primary and secondary controls in
microgrids, in charge of avoiding the frequency and voltage violations,
are not included in the reliability assessment. In [78] the performance
of primary and secondary controls of microgrids is modelled and its
effect on a SMCS technique for reliability assessment included.

4.3.3. Microgrid reliability as a design parameter
Apart from the evaluation of reliability assessment techniques for

microgrids, the importance of the reliability of supply is crucial when it
comes to planning a microgrid. Numerous methodologies [79–81] ad-
dress the microgrid design taking into account the desired level of re-
liability.

4.4. Demand response

Demand Response (DR) is a well-known way of incentivising end-
use customers to change their energy consumption habits and to reduce
their electricity use at times of high market prices and high network
loading (coinciding with low grid reliability [82]). Corrective DR ac-
tions after a network fault represent a useful alternative to load shed-
ding for the reliability improvement, allowing selective disconnection
of certain type of loads or shifting their use over time.

Evaluation of the impact of DR on reliability requires additional
steps when compared to the conventional reliability assessment [83].
Several techniques have been proposed to deal with specific properties
of DR, as Table 5 summarizes. It provides a comparative analysis of how
different reliability assessment techniques address the specific char-
acteristics of DR.

4.4.1. Reliability indices for DR
The first consideration to evaluate the DR impact on reliability is to

distinguish between interruptions caused by DR actions and by com-
ponent failures. In this respect, the impact of interruptions caused by
DR is less significant (loads interrupted are the less critical ones) and
the interruptions are known in advance. Therefore, new reliability in-
dices that differentiate between interruptions caused by DR actions are
required. In [83] a new set of indices is proposed for this purpose.

4.4.2. DR capacity
The capacity of DR actions to shift load or disconnect certain type of

loads needs to be evaluated and integrated in the reliability assessment
procedure. The potential of DR application is defined by the responsive
appliances and loads, the moment when DR can be applied and the
reduction it can provide [84]. As the DR capacity is linked to the time-
dependent evolution of load, the DR reliability assessment needs to
model the time-evolution of load patterns. That is the reason why load
profiles are commonly used to model the load in the reliability assess-
ment. In addition, SMCS is the approach frequently used [85,87–89] to
assess the reliability, although other analytical techniques based on the
reduction scenarios techniques were also proposed [84,86].

4.4.3. DR instruments
Implementation of DR capacity relies on the attractiveness of the

proposed incentives and on the willingness of the customer to change
its electricity use. Basically, there are two available classes of instru-
ments to build up the DR capacity: incentive payments for load inter-
ruption and changes in the price of electricity [82].

Incentive payment instruments are used to disconnect loads of
customers under fault conditions or violations of network constraints. A
selective disconnection of loads can help to mitigate the impact of the
load interrupted. The most attractive criteria to implement DR instru-
ments based on incentive payment is to minimise the total interruption
cost and it is considered in the methodologies for reliability assessment
as shown in Table 5. Criticality of the load is another criteria [85,90]
and an inclusion of the payback incentives in addition to the inter-
ruption cost for customers is recommended [87].

Price-based DR instruments provide time-varying rates to in-
centivise customers to use less electricity at high-price time intervals.
As a result, load can be decreased selectively and shifted over time.
Time-of-use (TOU) pricing is, therefore, a price-based instrument that
can be used to improve the reliability. In [88] the reliability evaluation
of a TOU tariff is evaluated by considering different criteria when cal-
culating the tariff like a minimization of the customers payment or a
maximization of the supplier revenues. Implementing differentiated
reliability services is an alternative for an effective DR application.
Adapted pricing schemes based on the outage costs, reliability indices
or customers priority can be applied to customers in distribution net-
works [91]. As a result, the customers can be offered different levels of
reliability. Finally, the methodologies for evaluating the reliability
impact of price based instruments are not as frequently used as those for
incentive-based instruments as the latter are more effective in miti-
gating the impact of fault conditions in the network.

However, the effectiveness of both types of DR instruments to im-
prove reliability is somewhat uncertain. The willingness of customers to
implement the DR programs depends on probabilistic factors [92] that

Table 5
Comparison of techniques for reliability assessment of demand response.

Ref. Technique Operating mode DR instrument DR criteria ICT impact

[84] Analytical Grid-connected Incentive payments Min interruption cost No
[85] SMCS Grid-connected Incentive payments Disconnect/shift less critical load No
[86,87] Analytical SMCS Grid-connected Incentive payments Min interruption cost and payback incentives Yes
[88] SMCS Islanded Electricity price (TOU pricing) Max incomes of supplier / Min payments to customers No
[89] SMCS Islanded Incentive payments Min interruption cost Yes
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need to be included in the reliability assessment techniques. In [89] the
willingness of customers to participate in DR is determined by their
historical profitability levels and includes the human behaviour and
external motivators.

4.4.4. DR application in different network modes
Under fault conditions in the distribution network, the DR instru-

ments can be applied to improve the reliability of the network in both
grid-connected mode and islanded mode [15]. In grid-connected mode,
the alternative feeders normally used to restore the interrupted supply,
can violate the operational limits of the network making the supply
restoration infeasible. By implementing DR actions, the demand can be
decreased and the network constraints alleviated. The reliability im-
provement achieved by this application of DR is evaluated in
[84,85,87].

The application of DR in islanded mode of distribution networks or
microgrids helps achieve the adequacy of load and generation in the
isolated area. DR reduces the demand in the island that needs to be
supplied by the distributed energy resources. The impact of DR on re-
liability in this operating mode is evaluated in [88,89].

In both operating modes, the operational performance of protection
devices needs to be modelled. The modelling includes the interruption
of supply during the switching time required by the protection devices
and during this time DR actions can take place. The shifting or inter-
ruption of the load leads to an improvement in the reliability [84].

4.4.5. ICT and smart grid technologies for DR
A successful implementation of DR relies on the network integration

of ICT and control technologies. ICT technologies are crucial for the
information exchange between the agents involved, while automatic
control technologies permit the actuation of the loads that needs to be
disconnected. However, the elements of these technologies are exposed
to failures and it is necessary to model them in the reliability assess-
ment procedure. Table 5 shows the methodologies that consider the
effect of ICT and control devices required for the DR implementation
[86,87,89]. A two state Markov model is typically used as reliability
model.

4.5. Electric vehicles

Electric Vehicles can also be used to improve the reliability of dis-
tribution networks by offering their services to the operator. One option
is to improve the reliability under fault conditions by interrupting the
EV charging without penalty until extra generation becomes available
[93]. As a result, the demand is selectively reduced and its contribution
on reliability can be quantified by using the techniques and principles
described for demand response in Section 4.4.

Another service that electric vehicles can offer is to supply addi-
tional energy back to the grid or the customers in vehicle-to-grid (V2G)
and vehicle-to-home (V2H) operating modes [94] respectively. The
reliability contribution of V2G in distribution networks is evaluated in
[94,95] for parking lots and in [94] for V2H mode applied to dispersed
customers. In both operating modes of electric vehicles the contribution
to the reliability of distribution system can be evaluated in a similar
way to the distributed energy storage [95] and, hence, the principles
described in Section 4.2 for energy storage are applicable. However,
some specific details need to be included in the reliability assessment of
electric vehicles when supplying energy under fault conditions. The
probabilistic capacity and availability of electric vehicles to inject
power back to the grid has to be modelled taking into account un-
certainties like the charge and discharge operation and the number of
vehicles. In [95] a set of possible scenarios are selected for parking lots
and the energy that each one can supply is determined from an opti-
misation problem which minimizes cost of electricity for charging and
maximizes the reward for the EV users. In [94] the reversible power is
calculated for both V2H and V2G modes and for centralized (parking

lots) or decentralized (individual users) schemes. In previous refer-
ences, Monte Carlo simulation is used to assess the uncertainty of EV
performance and hourly profiles are used when considering the de-
mand.

Another important aspect to be considered in the reliability as-
sessment is the strategy used by the DSO for discharging the stored
energy in electric vehicles. Interruption cost or load priority are typical
strategies for supply restoration. [96,97] evaluate the interruption cost
of a distribution network with electric vehicles connected. Never-
theless, for those customers with equal priority new strategies based on
a fair distribution of the resources represent an interesting alternative
[95].

4.6. Automation of protection devices

After a disturbance is identified in a distribution system, the re-
configuration of the network by automatic protection devices and
protection schemes can reduce the number and duration of the inter-
ruptions and improve the reliability [98]. In addition to that, these
technologies allow an efficient network reconfiguration for the supply
restoration by DERs and demand response schemes.

4.6.1. Automatic protection devices
A deployment of automatic reclosers and telecontrolled switches in

distribution networks represents a clear improvement over the appli-
cation of conventional manually-operated protection devices because
they significantly reduce the actuation time after a fault. Automatic
reclosers and telecontrolled switches allow autonomous service re-
storation after a fault and a fast actuation on tripped switches. The
performance of these automated protection devices needs to be re-
flected in the techniques for reliability assessment of distribution net-
works and recommendations for their modelling are given in [99]. A
comparison of the techniques proposed for reliability assessment is
shown in Table 6. The reliability impact of automatic reclosers is as-
sessed in [100] by using an analytical methodology based on the state
enumeration techniques and minimal cut set theory. Improvements in
the distribution network reliability introduced by automatic switches
were assessed in [101] where Monte Carlo simulation was used.

Techniques for the reliability evaluation of telecontrolled switches
are proposed in [23,102] and are used for the configuration of the
network previous to restoration by intentional islanding of DG. It is
normally assumed that telecontrolled switches are reliable, however,
they are also exposed to malfunctioning and communication problems.
In [103] an extension to the reliability assessment techniques for tele-
controlled switches was performed and the effects of their mal-
functioning included.

4.6.2. Automatic protection schemes
Automatic protection devices in distribution network are usually

operated according to a specific strategy for fault detection, isolation
and reconfiguration. The aim is to reduce the number and duration of
interruptions.

Different automation schemes provide different levels of reliability.
Identifying the most appropriate feeder automation scheme represents
a challenge for the distribution system planning [104]. Therefore,

Table 6
Comparison of techniques for reliability assessment of automatic protection
devices.

Ref. Technique Protection device ICT impact DG restoration

[100] Analytical Automatic recloser No No
[101] MCS Automatic switches No No
[23,102] Analytical Telecontrolled Yes Yes
[103] – Telecontrolled

(malfunctioning)
Yes No
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techniques need to address the impact of the automation schemes on
distribution system reliability and some methodologies were proposed
in [105,104,106] to deal with this purpose.

In addition to fast detection and isolation of the fault, automated
distribution networks can count on alternative restoration routes
through different feeders. A methodology for reliability evaluation of
automation schemes that allows restoration by distributed energy re-
sources in islanded operation was proposed in [74].

The implementation of automation schemes assumes the installation
of new equipment that is prone to failure as well. The reliability impact
of these components must be included in the overall reliability assess-
ment [105,107]. Some of the previous techniques [102,103] (see
Table 6) include the effect of failures in telecontrol communication
infrastructure. The following section discusses some of the methodol-
ogies proposed for the overall assessment of the communication system.

4.7. ICT technologies

Most of the modern network technologies deployed in Smart Grids
depend on Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) for
their correct operation [108]. It is important to bear in mind that the
ICT can also fail and the reliability of distribution networks can be
compromised. Traditional reliability assessment techniques for dis-
tribution systems include only the physical electricity network for en-
ergy supply but not the communication network. Thus, it is necessary to
combine the reliability assessments for both networks in order to obtain
more realistic reliability assessments. A survey of some of the latest
studies and findings in the literature about the impact of communica-
tion imperfections on the smart grid reliability can be found in [109].

5. A case study: selection of the technique for a reliability
assessment

A wide range of methods used for the reliability assessment of
modern distribution networks have been reviewed in the previous
sections. The qualitative information provided helps select the most
adequate techniques for the specific reliability assessment. However,
this choice is conditioned by the technological solutions applied in the
specific networks, the necessary precision of the results, the topology of
the network, etc. Moreover, the qualitative analysis provided is useful
for the selection of the technique, yet it is often the quantitative in-
formation like the accuracy of the results and computational times that
sets the distinguishing criteria for the particular case of study.

This section provides an illustrative case study for the selection of
the reliability assessment technique. A specific test network is used
representing a modern distribution network with several technologies
deployed. Firstly, the qualitative selection of the technique for the re-
liability assessment is performed. All the requirements and considera-
tions used for the selection process are described. Then, the quantitative
comparison of the selected techniques meeting the previous qualitative
requirements is presented. It is important to notice that this is only a
specific assessment applied to this case study. Therefore, this section
does not aim to compare qualitatively all the techniques mentioned in
the paper, but to present the guidelines how to select the most adequate
method for this particular case.

5.1. Test network

The network used in this example is Bus 2 of the well-known Roy
Billinton Test System [110] that has been frequently found in the lit-
erature to address reliability studies in distribution networks. It is
shown in Fig. 5, where the following modifications and assumptions
were considered:

• The NOPs between feeders 1–2 and 3–4 in the original network were
removed for the evaluation of the contribution of the islanded

operation in these feeders.

• Cables were used, the breakers were assumed to be 100% reliable
and the network maintenance effects were not included.

• Load profiles based on a real demand [111] and preserving their
peak load properties as specified in [110] were used.

• Reliability indices of the 33 kV substation were not considered.

Two scenarios for the reliability improvement of the reference
network were used:

1. DG in islanded operation: one DG unit was installed at the end of
each feeder. Characteristics of the total of four DG units used in this
study are given in Table 7 and data for renewable generation as in
[111] were used.

2. Energy Storage: energy storage systems in Table 8 were used to
mitigate the variability of renewable DG units in Scenario 1.

5.2. Selection of the technique for reliability assessment

The adequate techniques for the reliability assessment were selected
for each scenario.

5.2.1. Scenario 1: DG in islanded operation
The additional modelling features implemented for the reliability

evaluation of the DG in Scenario 1 include:

• Reliability model of DG: the well-known two state Markov model
[1] was used for considering the unavailability of the DG units.

• Configuration of the island: the operation of the protection devices
under fault conditions was simulated in order to determine the
switching time for the islanded configuration as in [22]. The starting
time of the generators was also considered in the calculation of the
island configuration time.

• Generation and load model: since renewable DG had to be eval-
uated, generation and load models capable of evaluating the time

Fig. 5. Single-line diagram of the Test Network considered.

Table 7
Parameters of DG units in Scenario 2.

Type Location Rated power (MW) Starting time FOR

DG1 Solar LP7 3.6 0.5 0.021
DG2 Wind LP9 2.1 0.5 0.028
DG3 Wind LP15 3 0.5 0.028
DG4 Dispatchable LP22 3.3 1 0.006
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dependent variability of generation and load were used. SMCS ap-
proach using hourly profiles of generation and demand for a year
was a valid option to deal with the requirements [36]. The analy-
tical approach based on representative time segments of generation
and load as in [28] was also an adequate choice.

• Restoration strategy: repetitive interruptions in restored customers
were avoided. Therefore, the restoration strategy in [28] was im-
plemented.

5.2.2. Scenario 2: energy storage
For the reliability assessment of the network under Scenario 2, the

following extensions in the technique proposed for DG in Scenario 1
were necessary in order to assess the contribution of energy storage on
reliability:

• Reliability model for ESS: a two state Markov model was used for
the availability of real energy storage systems.

• Configuration of the island: the starting time of the energy storage
systems was also considered in the calculation of the island con-
figuration time.

• Chronological performance of energy storage: an accurate evalua-
tion of the SOC was obtained by modelling the evolution of charge
and discharge processes over the restoration period. Eqs. (2)-(3)
were commonly adopted to deal with this purpose. Hourly profiles
of generation and load were used, and SMCS was the approach used
to assess these profiles chronologically.

• Restoration strategy: the same restoration strategy as in Scenario 1
was used. The energy storage devices were charged and discharged
with the objective to extend the restoration capability of renewable
DG while avoiding repetitive interruptions in restored customers.

• Storage technology: the functional details of the energy storage
devices were modelled during the assessment. In this case study two
models for the energy storage were considered, designed as ideal
and real model. The ideal model considered the maximum and the
minimum SOC (SOCmin, SOCmax) corresponding to 0 and 1 re-
spectively, the efficiency of charging and discharging (ηc, ηd) of 1
and no failures in the energy storage systems, while more realistic
parameters were used in the real model. Table 9 shows the func-
tional parameters of ideal and real energy storage.

5.3. Comparison of the results for the implemented techniques

In accordance with the previous discussion, the techniques identified as
valid for the reliability assessment of this test network were implemented
and applied to Scenarios 1 and 2. Scenario 1 was evaluated by the SMCS
and the analytical technique introduced in Section 5.2.1. Scenario 2 was
evaluated by the two methods discussed in Section 5.2.1, one assuming an
ideal energy storage system and the other considering a real device.

The results obtained by the reliability assessment techniques for
both scenarios are shown in Table 10. A coefficient of variation of 0.02
was used to stop the Monte Carlo simulation [112]. SAIDI and ENS
indices were used to assess the effect of the DG and the energy storage
on the interruption duration. The number of interruptions did not
change because the switching time was required to configure the island
and repetitive interruptions in restored customers were avoided.

In Scenario 1, the comparison of reliability indices shows that both
SMCS and analytical techniques provide practically the same results.
Differences of 0.1% were obtained, lower than the coefficient of variation,
although a 133 times longer computational time was needed by SMCS.
Therefore, it can be concluded that the analytical technique used is a more
efficient solution to compute the reliability indices in Scenario 1.

The comparison of the reliability indices provided by the ideal and
real energy storage models in Scenario 2 shows a difference of 0.4% in
SAIDI and 0.6% in ENS. These differences were conditioned by the
limited contribution of energy storage to enhance the reliability in
Scenario 2 (for example, SAIDI was reduced from 5.157 in Scenario 1 to
5.068 and 5.09 for ideal and real storage models in Scenario 2). The
computational times required for both storage models are practically
the same. From this comparison it can be concluded that in this case
using an ideal model of energy storage instead of a real one does not
cause significant changes in the reliability indices. However, this can
change in some other scenarios when the energy storage has more
impact on the reliability.

6. Concluding remarks

The introduction of new technologies in modern distribution net-
works (DG, energy storage, microgrids, demand response, electric ve-
hicle, automated protection devices) opens up new opportunities to
improve the reliability. In this paper a survey of the techniques pro-
posed for the reliability assessment of distribution networks was pre-
sented. The modelling requirements and the properties of the meth-
odologies in the field were compared and critically reviewed for each
technology. In addition, a case study was introduced to illustrate the
modelling procedure of reliability assessment techniques as well as the
comparison of the results computed by the modelled techniques. The
survey provides the state-of-the-art in the topic and the necessary de-
tails for the implementation of the reliability assessment techniques.

From a general point of view, the survey presented the intensive
research efforts focused on modelling the features, complexities and
uncertainties necessary for the reliability assessment of distribution
networks. In this sense, the publications have paid significant attention
to the stochastic nature of aspects like the variability of load and gen-
eration, the performance of energy storage, the estimation of demand
response capacity and the opportunities introduced by electric vehicles.

Research in the field has also been focused on operational aspects of
modern distribution networks. Intentional islanding and microgrids has
been identified as a promising opportunity to improve the reliability of
supply. To assess the reliability under this operating mode, adequacy
evaluation of generation and load is the core criteria considered by the
techniques. Consequently, all those factors that influence the adequacy

Table 8
Parameters of the energy storage units in Scenario 3.

Location Capacity
(MWh)

Rated power charge
(MW)

Rated power discharge
(MW)

ES1 DG1 7.1 1.1 1.1
ES2 DG2 4.2 0.6 0.6
ES3 DG3 6.1 0.9 0.9

Table 9
Parameters for real and ideal models of the energy storage systems in Scenario
2.

Model Initial SOC SOC min SOC max ηc ηd FOR Start time

Ideal 1 0 1 1 1 0 0
Real 0.8 0.2 0.8 0.9 0.85 0.02 0.1

Table 10
Comparison of the techniques for reliability assessment in Scenarios 1 and 2
(reliability indices and computational time).

Scenario 1 Scenario 2

a SMCS Analytical Diff. Ideal storage Real storage Diff.

SAIDI 5.157 5.164 0.1% 5.068 5.09 0.4%
ENS 50.26 50.31 0.1% 47.99 48.26 0.6%
Time 80.1 0.6 79.5 s 108.5 109.3 0.8 s

a SAIDI in hours of interruption per year and customer, ENS in MWh/year,
Time in seconds.
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of the island have to be considered in the assessment.
Another operational aspect affecting the reliability of distribution

networks is the strategy implemented to restore the supply, this is, how
the evaluated technologies are used under fault conditions to reduce the
impact of the supply interruptions. The techniques need to model rea-
listic restoration strategies for accurate assessment.

The approach typically used in the literature by the techniques for
reliability assessment of modern distribution networks is Monte Carlo
simulation. The stochastic nature of the simulation approach allows the
complexities and uncertainties of these networks to be modelled accu-
rately. However, an alternative research trend based on analytical
techniques has been identified, promoted by their reduced computa-
tional times compared to simulation. The research work in this field has
been mainly focused on DG, while some simplified models have been
proposed for energy storage. New modelling work in the analytical
techniques should consider the complexities, the assumptions and the
results accuracy.

This survey also reveals specific findings for each of the technolo-
gies considered. Islanded operation of DG is the technological solution
with most techniques proposed for reliability evaluation due to its
promising capacity to restore the supply in areas isolated by faults.
Among the models proposed in the literature to assess the variability of
renewable DG, the most realistic results have been provided by those
that considers the chronological fluctuations of generation and load
during the fault duration. In the case of DG in grid-connected mode, the
techniques implemented for reliability assessment focus on quantifying
the increase of transfer capacity caused by the generation. Energy sto-
rage applied to mitigate the fluctuation of renewable generation under
fault conditions has been modelled by simulating charge and discharge
processes. Behaviour factors (customers willingness, journey habits),
environmental conditions and financial instruments (incentive pay-
ments, tariff, vehicle-to-grid, vehicle-to-home) have been introduced in
the methodologies evaluating the impact of demand response and
electric vehicle on reliability. The field of protection devices automa-
tion and their contribution to reliability has been focused on modelling
the operation of new devices and schemes under fault conditions. The
survey also distinguishes the importance of the development of new
techniques for the reliability assessment of the ICT systems used across
modern distribution networks.

The case study illustrated the benefits of the survey for developing
the reliability assessment techniques that accomplish specific require-
ments. These techniques were implemented and used to evaluate the
reliability of the case study under different scenarios. The results de-
monstrated that accuracy and computational efficiency are also re-
levant factors to be considered in the selection of the reliability as-
sessment techniques.

The opportunities identified for future research in this topic are to
implement more advanced restoration strategies in the methodologies
for reliability assessment, develop computationally-efficient techniques
alternative to Monte Carlo simulation, model specific features of energy
storage technologies in the reliability assessment, propose new relia-
bility assessment tools for an integrated evaluation of modern dis-
tribution networks and develop techniques for evaluating the impact on
reliability of other network technologies like FACTS or SNOPs.
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